Abstract: Informal conversation of public on social media (e.g. twitter, Facebook, replies to particular news) shed light into their experiences (opinions, feelings, and concerns) about the political parties/leaders. Such unstructured data can provide valuable knowledge to political parties and even to public that what is current scenario of politics within that region. Analyzing such data, however, can be challenging. The complexity of public’s experiences about politics/political leaders reflected from social media content requires human interpretation. However, the growing scale of data demands automatic data analysis techniques. In this project, we are going to develop a workflow to integrate both qualitative analysis and large-scale data mining techniques. We focused on public’s reviews and negative reviews. The task of determining whether a review on particular political party or politician is positive or negative may not be addressed by simple text-categorization approaches such as n-gram or keyword identification approaches.

1. Introduction

With the explosion of web, internet, various types of social media such as blogs, discussion forums, and peer-to-peer networks present a wealth of information that can be very helpful in assessing the general public’s sentiment and opinions towards politician, political parties, products and services. Recent surveys have revealed that such a online reviews from public has played vital role in strategies of political parties, e-commerce companies. Driven by the demand of gathering insights into such great amounts of user-generated data, work on new methodologies for automated sentiment analysis and discovering hidden knowledge from unstructured text data has bloomed splendidly. Current search engines can efficiently help users obtain a result set, which is relevant to user’s query. However, the semantic orientation of the content, which is very important information in the reviews or opinions, is not provided in the current search engine. For example, Google will return around 73,80,000 hits for the query “reviews on National Congress Party” if search engines can provide statistical summaries from the semantic orientations, it will be more useful to the user who polls the opinions from the Internet scenario for the aforementioned political domain query may yield such report as “There are 10 000 hits, of which 80% are thumbs up and 20% are thumbs down.” This type of service requires the capability of discovering the positive reviews and negative reviews. The task of determining whether a review on particular political party or politician is positive or negative is similar to the traditional binary-classification problem. Given a review, the classifier tries to classify the review into positive category or negative category. However, opinions in natural language are usually expressed in subtle and complex ways. Thus, the challenges may not be addressed by simple text-categorization approaches such as n-gram or keyword identification approaches.

1.1 Sentiment

Gordon has defined sentiment as socially constructed pattern of sensations, expressive gestures and cultural meanings organized around relationship to social object, usually another person or group such as family. Examples of sentiments include romantic love, loyalty, friendship, hate, acute emotional responses [2].

1.2 Opinion

According to Kim and Hovy [3] an opinion consists of the following 4 parts: topic, opinion holder, claim and sentiment. That is for each opinion there is holder who believes a claim about a topic and then associates a positive, negative or neutral sentiment with the claim.

2. Related Work

C. Whitelaw, N. Garg, and S. Argamon defined the concept of “adjective appraisal groups” headed by an appraising adjective and optionally modified by words like “not” and “very” [1]. Kamps and Marks propose to evaluate the semantic distance from a word to good/bad. There are also studies that work at a finer level and use words as classification subject. They classify words into two groups, “good” and “bad” and then use certain functions to estimate the overall “goodness” or “badness” score for the documents [4]. Pang and lee, Zhong and Varadarajan attempt to determine the author’s opinion with different rating scales.
Ghose and Ipeirotis argue that review texts contain richer information that cannot be easily captured using simple numeric ratings. In their study they assign “dollar value” to collections of adjective-noun pairs as well as adverb-verb pairs and investigate how they affect the bidding prices of various products at Amazon [6]. Xin Chen, Mihalavrovoenau, and Krishna madhavan used multi-label classifier for mining engineering student’s problem but they only considered negative concepts of engineering [7]. M. Thelwall, K. Buckley, G. Paltoglou, D. Cai, and A. Kappas [8] propose SentiStrength to detect the strength of sentiment in short, informal exchanges in social media, with a focus on MySpace comments. The algorithm provides two ordinal scales of valence for positivity and negativity (\{+1…+5\} and \{-5…-1\}, respectively). It utilizes an extended version of the affective dictionary from the “Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count” (LIWC) software [9], which contains a list of positive and negative emotional bearing words, each one annotated with a value of 1 to 5, indicating its sentiment strength.

3. Proposed Work

Analysis methods used above mainly include numeric ratings, stars based ratings, using emotions as indicators for classification, and dictionary based approaches or binary classifiers. In our proposed approach we are going to implement multi-class classifier for analyzing sentiments of public on political domain with taking into consideration negative as well as positive approaches.

3.1 Proposed Architecture Diagram

Refer architecture diagram on next page of this paper.

3.2 Overview of Entire System

Mining online public opinions on political domain using machine learning techniques is a web portal which can be used to see public’s opinions on political domain with classification of sentiments to identify public’s positive as well as negative aspects. With the use of this web portal public, politician, political parties will come to know political mood of people in that region. System will consist of following modules,

3.2.1 Data Collection

We need to collect tweets from twitter as our inputs to trained sentiment classification engine are nothing but cleaned tweets. Twitter provides two types of API’s to dump public tweets, Search API used for dumping old tweets and Streaming API used to dump live tweets. Using Search API we are going to build training set for sentiment classification engine where as using Streaming API we will display current results too for user requested query. Keywords finding while dumping tweets for building training set is very important task in this module. As we have limited our project scope to particular domain i.e. political domain we need to find keywords relating to that domain only so that we can dump tweets of political domain only.

3.2.2 Data Preprocessing

Dumped tweets from twitter often contains user names, URL’s which make no sense for sentiment classification engine. Data processing module involves following sub tasks,

(a) Removing User Names.

In tweets user may refer to another user with ‘@’ symbol. In data classification these user names never play any role so they are removed.

(b) Stemming

Here stemming means removing stop words from sentence like he, she, a, an, such type of words don’t play any role to train model.

(c) Lemmatization

One word or verb has multiple forms like word “take” can be written as took, taken, but these words have same meaning so to convert these words in single form we need to lemmatize them by using natural language processing techniques.

(d) Removing Tweet URL’s

In some tweets user post some hyperlinks related to that tweet. In data classification these URL’s never play any role. With the help of regular expression we need to remove URL’s from tweets.

After the Data preprocessing step is over, these tweets are stored in Data source.
3.2.3 Model Training and Testing
We are going to implement multi-class text based classifier like Bayesian classifier. In it we are going to build a probabilistic classifier based on modeling the underlying word features in different classes. The idea is then to classify text based on posterior probability of the documents belonging to the different classes on the basis of word presence in the document. Once the classifier is ready in sentiment classification engine, we need to train that machine by using training set built in previous step. This trained model is then tested for accuracy. Whatever the tweets that we have stored in data source after first and second module, out of which 80% will be used as trained data and 20% will be used as test data.

3.2.4 Developing Web Portal
In this module we are going to develop one portal with one search box where user will enter keyword related to political domain. Tweets containing above searched keyword are then collected from data source which is populated by Streaming API of twitter. Text of all these retrieved tweets is then passed to trained sentiment classification engine. Each tweet then comes back with particular category. User will get back the result or tweets containing the searched keyword in a proper graphical format along with their classification.

4. Conclusion
Our study is beneficial to researchers in learning analytics, political data mining and learning technologies. It provides a workflow for analyzing social media data for politics, social issues that overcomes the major limitations of both manual qualitative analysis and large scale computational analysis of user generated textual content. Our study can inform political administrators, practitioners, thinkers and other relevant decision makers to gain further understanding of overall scenario of politics within that region, state, and country.
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